
ENGLISH 

 

All the students who have 

work featured in this    

newsletter are awarded the            

opportunity to choose a 

book title to be purchased 

for the school library that 

all students may enjoy. 

 

Congratulations to all the 

students featured in our 

latest   Otstanding         

Work Newsletter 

Matthew Bailey 

 

A wonderful     

descriptive piece 

of work !  

Mr Cunningham 
Head of English 



ENGLISH 

Matthew Bailey’s work has been reviewed and marked, the next steps have then allowed Matthew to produce an               

outstanding piece of work!        

Mr Cunningham 
Head of English 





PE 

This  is a piece of fantastic work of independent research work on 
practice methods completed by Jenson Sweeney.   

 Mr Donnelly                            
Head of PE 

Jenson Sweeney 



PE 

Explain the decisions a coach would make when deciding whether to use massed or distributed practice. 

The structure of a practice session is important when considering the most effective way of teaching skills. For massed practice, the skill being taught needs to 

be repeated over and over again for an extended period of time. For example, a badminton player repeatedly playing a rear court drop shot or overarm serve 

to reinforce their learning and involves no rest intervals. For distributed practice, the skill to be mastered is to have long amounts of rest between each skill. 

This rest could involve activities that are not relevant to the activity or could involve a non-physical side to the activity like tactics etc. An example of this is 

circuit training that can be made sport specific as when you move round you have a significant rest.  

Which sports or activities within a sport are practised better using;  

Fixed practice? 

Fixed practice is better for discrete and closed skills where the environment doesn’t affect the skill execution.  

Gymnastics – forward rolls/handstands 

Discus – spinning and throw the discus 

Snooker – the taking of the shot  

Darts- standing and throwing the dart  

Variable practice? 

Variable practice is better for open skills where the environment affects the skill execution.  

Football – shooting practice with different sets of drills 

Cricket – Practising different shots for different deliveries  

Netball – Practising shooting from different angles or distances 
Hockey – Passing over varied distances  

Methods of 
practice 

Whole Part Whole-Part-
Whole 

Progressive Part 

Definition A skill being taught 

without breaking it 

down into           

sub-routines. 

A complex skill is 

broken down into 

distinct parts that 

are practised      

separately. 

When a skill is        

practised in one go 

and then broken down 

into sub routines    

before putting them 

back together. 

Parts of a skill are gradually 

broken down into sub        

routines then link together in 

a chain. 

Advantages Good for             

continuous skills 

Coordination of 

different parts of 

the body is         

required and      

important. 

Skills that involve 

an element of risk 

in early learning. 

The parts are     

performed         

independently 

The teacher/coach is 

able to identify     

weaknesses or        

difficulties of the     

performer. 

Performer feels a    

kinaesthetic sense. 

The learner can now link 

stages of learning without the 

idea of danger. 

The tasks has parts that     

interact with one another. 

Disadvantages You can’t link criti-

cal parts or actions 

of complex skills 

which poses safely 

risks 

An error in one 

part affects the 

other parts 

Not good for      

continuous skills 

Isn’t suitable for high 

organisation skills. 

Potentially dangerous 

if skill is tried to be 

broken down. 

You can’t link critical parts or 

actions of complex skills 

which poses safely risks 

Sporting       
Example 

Golf swing as to be 

effective, the      

action as a whole 

must be practised 

as each part of the 

swing interact with 

each other. 

A tennis serve so 

that you learn each 

element at a time. 

Throwing the ball 

up, grip of the    

racquet and then 

hitting the ball. 

Hop of a triple jump 

Skip/step of a triple 

jump 

Jump of a triple jump 

Breaststroke swimming 

stroke with arms and legs 

having different actions but 

the timing of the two is key to 

the activity. 

Great work by Joe Tranter of 

independent research work  

on practice methods. 

 

Mr Donnelly 

Head of PE 



DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY 

 

Nathan Rodgers, Max Withington and Harry Vernon designed and   
developed this bacon and cheese burger. They made their own burgers 
using lean minced beef with egg, garlic and plenty of seasoning. The   
bacon was dry cured smoked streaky bacon and it was topped of with 
crisp iceberg lettuce and a slice of juicy beefsteak tomato, all served up 
in a toasted brioche bun. They cunningly made one extra for me in an 
effort to sway my opinion and it was superb: well done lads. They agreed 
that it put McDonalds in the shade and that they should really make 
their own in future.       Mr Dean 

Outstanding outcomes from Yr 12 Product Designers’. All students achieved the top band of marks for designing 
in their AS coursework. The products are desk lamps inspired by architecture and were constructed using a       
variety of processes including wooden lathe turning and laser cutting.  The students who have worked incredibly 
hard on these products are: 
Dan Johnson, Jack Roberts, Adam Turner, James Sharples, Sean Spier, Luke Wagstaff, James Whitmore. 

Mr Aston 

Head of Design & Technology 



ART/PHOTOGRAPHY 

George Burke 

George has used cardboard relief to create his own         
Steampunk inspired beetle. He has skillfully cut and built up 
layers of cardboard to create a detailed piece of work and 
used metallic pens to enhance he  suggested mechanical 
parts of his  construction. Well done , George!                     

Mrs Anders       

Head of Art 

Josh Dover 

 

Josh has created a neat and careful design inspired by 
Indian Art patterns. He's added intricate details to areas 
of his work and thought carefully about composition. 
Well done, Josh!           Miss Pringle 

Callum Wong 

Inspired by the photography trip to Quarry Bank Mill Christian has used photoshop to         
beautifully enchance the colours and textures found in his original photographs. He has       
successfully layered multiple images to create an abstract image of the historic building. Well 
done Christian!        

            Mrs Anders 

Head of Art 

 



ART 

Jack Hughes 

This painting by Jack Hughes (11D) was            
completed in acrylic on board during the 10 hour 
GCSE Fine Art exam.  Jack was inspired by the 
colours and style of Aboriginal dot paintings but 
the shapes and patterns seen in the painting 
come from photos Jack took in and around     
Manchester.                                             Mrs Parker 

    Srijon Datta 

Srijon has created a very skilful drawing inspired 
by Abby Diamond's drawing and watercolour 
pieces of birds and animals. He has used        
watercolour paints in a really careful way    
showing a range of varied tones. An excellent 
piece of work - Well done, Srijon!                 

Miss Pringle 

KS3 Art class 

 

A selection of work by some of the 
students who come to KS3 after 
school art. These pieces have been 
done by Jack Hinchy, Catalin Malos, 
Safyan Asghar and Michael Brown.  

Finlay Iball 

Finlay has developed this wax crayon and water colour 
painting from a series of observational drawings of leaves 
that were completed in pencil and pencil crayon.  The 
bright colour with the contrasting blue background was 
inspired by the work of the American St Georgia 
O'Keeffe.                       Mrs Parker 



ICT 

 

James Coffey 

James has created a program to help someone find their ideal phone. At the top he has created the information 
about each phone that is on selection. Here, he has attached the attributes about them, which the person using the 
program will enter information to try and match. He then asks the person to enter information in response to     
questions such as which brand/colour and size they would want to have. The code for the last 10 or so lines is 
where the creative and technical ability is on show. James at this point is looking through the list that he has       
created to see if the phone attributes inputted are in the list. If they are it will print their phone and if not it will say 
“Sorry. We couldn’t find a phone for you”. The screenshot to the right will show you how it works. If you see it says 
“Phone_6 is for you”. If you look at what phone 6 is (on the left), you will see how it matches up. 

Mr Quinn 

 



ICT 

Micro: bit Game – Sam Shakeshaft Year 8 

Sam Shakeshaft in Year 8 has managed to create a game on his own, showing outstanding 

ability. Here, Sam has gone away to use his coding skills from class and especially at home, to 

develop a University standard game on the BBC microbit, a device that all year 7 and 8        

students have had the opportunity to use in the last few weeks.  

You can’t see Sam’s code because it’s that long, and unless you are a programming wiz it may 

be hard to follow. However, if you want to play the game, and see the code it will be on Moodle 

in the Term 6 section for Year 7 and 8 called ‘Sam’s Game’. All you need to do is download like 

in lesson, get a Microbit and go and have some fun with it!!! 

Below is a description of Sam’s game from Sam himself, as he will be better to explain the 

technicalities of it.  

* You control a bright dot on the screen! Press the left button to move left, and the right to the 

right. If you bump into an even brighter dot, this is a monster! 

* When you bump into a monster, battle will commence; indicated by an exclamation mark! 

* During battle, the screen displays a dim room, with you on the left and the monster on the 

right. 

* Pressing the left button during battle displays your HP out of your maximum HP. Pressing the 

right button deals damage to the monster, and it deals damage to you... 

* If the monster’s health drops below 0, you win! 

* After a battle, walls blocking your way before will have disappeared, allowing you to move    

further. 

* Be careful; there is a monster around every corner!                                Mr Quinn 



ICT 

Luke Gilmore 

Outstanding piece of work due to : 

 Meeting criteria 

 Good use of layout techniques 

 Good use formatting techniques 

 Good use of relevant images 

Good use of relevant text 

Miss Birds 



Science 

Ahmed Shamir-7D 

Bradley Marsden-8N 

Outstanding models of 

the Earth displaying all 

the sections that make 

up our planet created 

by our Year 8s. 

Amazing cell models 

created by our Year 7s 

including animal cells, 

plant cells and nerve 

cells. 



Science 

Shayaan Chaudhry-7W 

Raul Bujoreanu-7W 

Jake Bradley-7S 

Kammal Faraz-7N & Ibraaheem Al Karim-7Y 

Ethan Holly-7S 

William Jordan-7W 

Jack Stannage-7Y 

Daniel Turner-7D 

Jayden Craven-7Y 

Max Owen-7Y 

James Burns-7N 

Jack Greenhalgh-7N 

Amazing work on the Solar System produced by our Year 7s, the boys have gone 

out of their way to produce models during the half term. This really is an              

outstanding effort on their part. Well done !                          Science Department 



MFL 

 

Charlie Preston and Sam 
Shakeshaft  

 

The students have done some 
wonderful writing in their French 
assessments. Their levels are now 
beyond their targets and beyond 
the scope of the usual KS3 frame-
work so they have chosen their 
own Next Steps from the GCSE 
exam requirements - not bad for 
students in Year 8 !  

 

Mr Bannatyne -  Head of MFL  



MFL 

 



RE 

It's that time of year again, year 8 wow the RE department with their effort and understanding of 'Places of   
Worship'. 

Year 8 are challenged with building a multi faith centre, suitable for collective worship from all faiths. Over May 
half term these boys worked incredibly hard designing and creating these shoe box centres, then begin the final 
half term by writing an essay about the challenges and successes of multi faith worship. This year the boys   
showcased some of the best designs and critical understanding we've ever had.  

Credit to the boys pictured - Nathan Bell, Umair Akbar, Ethan Dutu, Colin Simpkin, Bradley Marsden, Ryan 
McCormick, Danyaal Ahmed,  Jack Broughton 

Miss Vose 



MUSIC 

Matthew Bailey    

 

Matthew has produced an outstanding composition recently.  It was 

based on the poem Still I Rise.  He has created musical ideas and 

phrases after interpreting the tonality and word placement.  Obvious 

links are evident through the key signature and carefully crafted    

melodic lines.  His ideas are further developed through the addition of 

counter-melodic passages as a collection of imperfect cadences add 

intensity and symbolism of strength and drive before the piece is 

drawn to final conclusion with resolution through a methodically   

constructed perfect cadence.  

 

Mr Taylor 

Head of Music 



HISTORY 

 

Jack Nicholson 7Y 

Ben Haughton—Tarmey 7W 

Joel Lockwood 7Y 

William Jordan 7W 

Outstanding work from our History Students on Gladiators and Aztecs! 

Miss Belini 



HISTORY 
 

 

Finley Iball 7L 

Chevaz Dongel 7L 



MATHS 

 

 

Caid Coburn 

 

Excellent  C3 (A2) homework 

completed in AS. Layout and 

maths rotation is precise. 

 

Mr Whitehead 



GEOGRAPHY 

Oliver Stead  

Oliver has created three cross sectional area diagrams to show the changes in the width and depth of the River Eea, these 
were created from primary data and require great attention to detail as well as the ability to use a scale that allows all three 
sites to be comparable. Oliver has then gone on to describe the changes shown in the diagrams using figures and calculations.  

An excellent piece of work that demonstrates Oliver's ability to work independently on a complex data presentation            
technique.  

Miss Pickup  - Head of Geography 



Dear Students, 

I have really enjoyed reading this selection of your work across the school.  If 

your “Outstanding Work” has featured in this newsletter, very well done, your 

work is fabulous! 

If your work hasn’t featured this time, please keep trying, there will be lots of 

other opportunities in the new term to showcase your work.  Look out for the 

“outstanding work” section of the school’s website as well. 

Well done again for all your hard work! 

 

Mrs Saw, Headteacher 

Feedback  Have you enjoyed our Outstanding Work newsletter? 

We welcome your views and feedback so should you have any comments on 

the contents of this newsletter, please contact the school via:  

talkback@audenshawschool.org.uk  

 


